Abstract
Autobiography writing is one of the common literary arts in world
literature. This literary genre had a distinguished position in Hebrew
literature during its various periods
Many Israeli writers excelled in writing a Autobiography, which, by
telling the details of their lives and those of their parents, contributed to
focusing on important joints of modern Jewish history in Israel and in the
countries of the world.
The research analyzed and studied five Hebrew fiction works published
in Israel at the beginning of the twenty-first century, and concluded the
most important goals that the authors wanted to reach by writing their
Autobiographies
A Autobiography that has ancient roots in international literature, as well
as the matter in Hebrew literature. Its literary features began to grow
deeper and more mature during the past decades. Studies and research on
this literary art have come, so this research came to discuss this important
literary issue, as this research reviews the most important aspects that the
novelists wanted The Israelis shed light on them or used them to serve
their goals when writing their biographies, the most important of which
are the political goals that the novelists considered affecting the political
presence of them and their state, as well as the social and economic that
the Israeli writers tried to address by writing their biographies.
This research studies the most important Jewish writers who wrote their
biographies in the beginnings of the twenty-first century, novelists Uri
Branstein, Rachel Sidov Mizrahi, Amos Oz, Sasson Sumikh, Yehudit
Katzir they are the subject of the research and his sample and who were
able to write their biographies that not only reflect the memories of their
childhood but also tried That they include the history of their country, the
history of their people, and the historical fluctuations that they went
through during the period that preceded and after the declaration of the
establishment of their state, and the problems the Middle East suffered
after this time.

